Agenda

Fish Consumption Rates in Idaho Water Quality Criteria for Human Health
Negotiated Rulemaking Meeting,
Preliminary Draft Rule

August 6, 2015, 9 a.m. to 3p.m.
Rule Docket No. 58-0102-1201

1) Welcome and Introductions

2) Update on EPA/Tribal Consumption surveys

3) Updated Fish Consumption Rate Comparison

4) Translation of Tribal Group 2 Fish to Idaho’s ‘Idaho Fish’

5) A Comparison of Risk

6) Preliminary Draft Rule
   a) Accounting for Bioaccumulation
   b) Update on RSC values
   c) Scope of criteria changes
   d) Integrating PRA Results

7) Discussion

8) Next steps – Taking Public Comment until August 21\textsuperscript{st}. Proposed Rule to be published Oct. 7\textsuperscript{th}. 
List of Materials for Distribution at August 6th, 2015 Negotiated Rulemaking Meeting

1. White Paper - Considerations for inclusion of fish in Idaho’s regulatory FCR
2. Draft IMS Report on Idaho NCI Results
3. Tribal combined Fish Consumption report (if we get a revised 2nd draft)
4. Table of Fish Consumption Rates Considered
5. Tribal Species groups
6. A Comparison of Risk (updated once we decide on FCR)
7. Trophic level weighted BAFs & BCFs used
9. Summary of Human Health Criteria Differences (Compounds & Criteria Values)
10. DEQ Memo “EVALUATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH HUMAN HEALTH CRITERIA.DOCX”
11. EPA Templates-for-Narrative-Downstream-Protection-Criteria-in-State-Water-Quality-Standards (or just web link)
12. Preliminary Draft Rule
13. Outline for Technical Support Document (BAF, TOX, RSC by chemical, BW, DI & FI distributions and point estimate values)
14. Example chemical detail sheet for Idaho HHC TSD - Bromoform